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The court of Boss Saint Dollar was in its mid-day lull. The changelings were 

napping; the courtiers were playing dice. The two princes errant cast venomous glances 

at one another from across the court chamber, a forgotten speak-easy still decorated in 

the full splendor of the roaring twenties. Some fae shot billiards or idly napped in the 

piles of earthly wealth that their kind gather for amusement. Pixies twittered overhead 

and made erratic light. A satyr sat among sacks of gold coins while he strummed a 

popular medley on a silver guitar. Boss Saint Dollar, pretender to the throne of America 

and undisputed Duke of New York City, slumbered before all of his dominion.

The court doors opened. 

The guard announced a stranger’s entrance and the pixie attendants overhead 

made haste to cast a shaking and multi-colored light upon his head as the stranger 

made his way into the room. 



His coat was the color of dust, a smattering of earthy hues that dripped upon the 

floor. His boots were dusty, tarnished, and torn. His hat had at one time been white; his 

hands were in his pockets.

Boss Saint Dollar nudged his herald awake and sat up in his massive chair, 

straightening the glamour of regality that he wore over his monstrous and barely 

humanoid frame. The brass throne the Duke sat upon creaked in protest but held.

His royal pinstripe suit was crimson striped with alabaster. It also had pieces of 

whale bone sewn into it, each one carved into symbols of absolute wealth. It was 

striking, no one would dare say otherwise. The cigar he smoked was so pungent that 

there could be no mistake as to the personage in front of whomever beheld it. The fire 

elemental that dwelt in the cigar was an eternal bondman to its smoker.

The stranger advanced unopposed pass the pool tables and cocktail stands. The 

mole-men who made it their business to know dust were excited by the stranger's boots 

and the earth that they carried. It smelled of exotic leather, sun, and spice. He paid no 

mind to their comments.

He walked by the sleeping, naked dryads and the growling tigers. An aging 

squirrel plotted petty thefts from a high window that was bricked over. It had been a bold 

explorer in its youth, the sight of the stranger caused it to chatter incessantly.



And then the stranger approached the courtiers who took pause from their petty 

amusements and gossamer gossip to notice the stranger's broad shoulders and strong 

jaw barely revealed from beneath the hat. To some he looked like cities from their 

dreams; to others he looked like homes long since forgotten. They batted sparkling eyes 

at him, pouted their lips, and dropped small fetishes on the ground. The stranger kept 

his hat on and ignored the favors. At this mild rebuke, the courtiers grew even more 

excited. 

Following the rules for a mortal wishing a formal parlay in Faerie, the stranger 

stepped onto the raised dais of the speaker, an old black stone from primordial 

kingdoms. The pixies shined him with lights from all angles as he stepped upon an old 

soap-box that had been placed atop the dais for dramatic effect. 

The Duke spoke.

"Welcome, humble stranger. Welcome to the court of Boss Saint Dollar, duke of 

the greatest city on earth!" The Duke's magnanimous boom woke the few fae still 

sleeping and drew titters of excitement from small and large alike. 

"And I, in my turn, bid you greeting." The stranger's voice was young despite its 

manly timbre. His words carried a subtle self-satisfaction that piqued the interest of the 

first prince errant, a figure known as the Jack of Blades.



Jack of Blades rose from his place to the side of the speaker’s dais and made 

himself visible in the pixie light. His red glass armor shone like running blood and his 

white, needle hair stood on end. He cast no shadow and his smile stretched far too 

wide.

"Ho ho, and what have you, good traveler? A swindle? A jest? A quest or a riddle 

to attest? From the state of your garment, skin, and breath I'd wager you are more for a 

pail of water than a drink of wine. Among court folk, you have no name. Why don't you 

begone and take your stench to the poor house, the mad house, or the hell from 

whence you came?" The Jack’s yellow eyes burned from the evil within as he spoke in 

his singsong fashion. 

The stranger nodded his head in the direction of the Jack. His hat did not reveal 

his face though his voice betrayed a smile in its mirth.

"Dear Jack, I thank you for the concern over my thirst, complexion, and laundry, 

but I can assure you that it is you who would prosper most from Hell. Second, I would 

remind you that you hold no power here. The old rules of hospitality still apply, 

especially in regards to a storyteller."

His retort caused much excitement in the court. The fae are creatures addicted to 

drama and live for the excitement of mystery and myth. They whispered and pointed, 



nudging one another, and capered madly in far corners of the speakeasy. The Jack 

fumed but withdrew into the shadows, subdued but not beaten.

Boss Saint Dollar said, "A storyteller you say? Well that changes everything."

The fae duke clapped his hands and pixies leapt into action with a flurry of wine, 

tobacco, and candy. The stranger politely refused the treats with a raised hand while the 

rest of the court gossipped and stuffed themselves.

"And what, pray tell, would entice this mysterious storyteller to part with one of 

his stories?" The Duke inquired with a puff of his massive cigar. 

"That is not a difficult question, Boss Dollar. Though it may prove to be a difficult 

price. You see, I have already bargained with you once. My price remains set and only 

the wager left to be collected."

The Duke harrumphed and both princes errant exchanged glances. John Mirror, 

who was the rival of Jack of Blades, stepped forward into the pixies’ glow. He wore a 

gray flannel suit and had selected a handsome face to match his grey fedora and a red 

tie blotted with black like a Rorschach test. 

"Seems to me, stranger, that you might let us see your face before we agree to a 

thing that could endanger the fair folk of a decent court."



John Mirror's voice seemed distorted and wrong. It was copmprised of sounds 

and words stolen from those around him. It held no tune or timber of its own. His voice 

was a fabrication nearly identical to beauty but lacking that genuine element, which 

induced horror instead.  

Again the Storyteller acknowledged the challenge with a nod, and again he did 

not lift his hat. 

"I thank you also for your concern, Prince Doppelganger. It is with trepidation, 

however, that I must insist on my anonymity. It is the right of every narrator and a 

service to every tale. It matters not who speaks the story but that the story speaks to 

you."

This rejoinder elicited even more excited whispers and a few muted giggles. The 

fae ladies of the court whispered and winked. Wild rumors of the stranger's face began 

to circulate among the courtiers. John Mirror could only grind his perfect teeth and 

return to the shadows with his kind. 

"Well spoken, Storyteller! Well spoken indeed.” Boss Saint Dollar enjoyed seeing 

the princes errant put in their place every so often. “But please, let us cast off such 

pretense and get to the heart of the matter." The duke chomped down on his cigar and 

looked down at the mortal before him. He said, "What is it that you want?"



The Storyteller could not help but smile. His desire was the same as any other 

storyteller though the name may change. He knew enough to discern the material and 

ephemeral qualities that impress all art to its expression, and so for the sake of brevity 

he merely replied: 

"The princess Lady Penny."

The court erupted into chaos. The sound bounced off the walls and the satyr 

strummed harder to accentuate the effect. Both princes shouted at each other, the duke, 

and the Storyteller. The ladies fainted, fumed or jumped up and down. The tigers ran for 

safety and the squirrel stole from distracted fae. Lovers kissed, machines rattled, 

enemies threw punches. At last Boss Dollar roared for silence, the sheer power of his 

command echoing through the chamber and shaking the ground for a mile in every 

direction. 

The court was silent. Had the princess in question been in attendance, she would 

have surely had much to say in the matter. As it stood, all present were used to her 

absence and carried on without her.  

"While your suggestion is bold, I would hasten to remind you of two things." The 

Duke spoke sternly. "The first is that there are already two perfectly legitimate suitors to 



my daughter's hand." At this the court ladies rolled their eyes. "And the second is that 

the wager against such a prize would be nothing short of your life."

The Storyteller chuckled to himself and then replied. 

"I would remind you of three things, Boss Dollar. The first is that a storyteller is 

allowed by the old rules to name his own price, no matter the extravagance. The second 

is that this is not the old country where suitors petition the father for permission. Here, 

Lady Penny is allowed to make her own choice about such matters."

The Duke bristled but the crowd applauded, especially the court ladies.

"And the third?" asked the Duke. 

"That we have already made an agreement. Though it be long ago and the 

attention span of the court is short, it still binds and I intend to abide."

The court was gripped with expectation. The Duke puffed his cigar. The Jack of 

Blades looked murder into the heart of the Storyteller. John Mirror ground his teeth. 

"So you say," replied the Duke. "Very well, a tale then."

The court cheered. 



"Your life is hereby wagered and the princess is the prize. You are simply 

throwing away your life but I admit a certain curiosity builds as to what you will say."

The Jack could no longer restrain himself. He burst from the shadows and 

addressed the duke.

"Sire! Though such rope binds you to this tree of lies, my kind are not hampered 

by laws so unwise. Let me pull his bones from his flesh and I will tell you his tale in their 

casting! The Princess be spared and your kingdom remain everlasting!" The Jack 

hissed from his clenched wicked teeth. 

"You will do no such thing, Jack. Not under my roof, and not in my city. I have 

spoken on the matter and so it will be."

John Mirror watched the exchange and decided to bide his time. His kind always 

prefer caution in their mischief.

The crowd gathered closer. 

The Duke said, "Now Storyteller, tell us your tale."

And the Storyteller began. 




